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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a be a permutation in the symmetric group Sn. If a has ni cycles of 
length i for each i, then we say that the cycle structure of a is the partition 
ln12"2---. The descent set of o- is the set 
{i[ 1 ~<i~n-  1 and a(i)>a(i+ 1)}. 
The purpose of this paper is to count permutations in S, with a given cycle 
structure and a given descent set. Our main result (Theorem 2.1) asserts 
that the number of these permutations can be expressed as a scalar product 
of two symmetric functions, one associated with the cycle structure and the 
other with the descent set. Both of these symmetric functions can be inter- 
preted as characteristics of certain representations of the symmetric group. 
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The symmetric functions associated with descent sets are skew Schur func- 
tions of skew hook shape. The symmetric functions associated with cycle 
structures count multisets of necklaces and are related to representations of 
symmetric groups on free Lie algebras. 
In addition to counting permutations according to their descent sets, we 
shall also count them by two less refined statistics: the number of descents 
and the major index, which is the sum of the descents. 
In Section 2, we introduce the symmetric functions associated with cycle 
structures and descent sets, and we state our main result, Theorem 2.1, and 
deduce two corollaries. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 2.1, which 
is based on a bijection from words on a totally ordered alphabet o multi- 
sets of necklaces. (A necklace is an equivalence class under conjugation of 
words which are not proper powers of other words). This bijection is a 
generalization of the familiar bijection between permutations (of a totally 
ordered set) as linear arrangements and permutations as sets of cycles. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to enumerative applications. In Section 4 
we show that for certain cycle structures, the distribution of descent sets is 
invariant under complementation f descent sets. The next four sections 
study the distribution of the number of descents and the major index 
among cycles, involutions, and derangements. Finally, we count permuta- 
tions of these types with exactly one descent. 
Several enumerative results of this paper are not new, but are given a 
new proof. Among other new results, we generalize and prove a conjecture 
of Mallows [37]. Details are given in the text. Preliminary versions of this 
paper are [25, 43]. 
2. FOULKES AND LIE REPRESENTATIONS 
In his studies of permutations with a given descent set, or a given num- 
ber of descents, Foulkes [20, 21] introduced certain representations of the 
symmetric group. We shall not use these representations, but rather the 
associated symmetric functions, via the characteristic map (see [35, 1.7]). 
The reader interested in these representations may consult Foulkes's paper, 
or [29]. 
Recall that the descent  set of a permutation a ~ S, is the subset Des(a) = 
{il l  <~i<<,n-  1, a(i) > o-(i+ 1)} of {1 ..... n -  1}. Recall also that subsets of 
{1 ...... n -1}  are in one-to-one correspondence with compositions of n, 
given by: 
O ~ C(D)  
{dl <d2 < "'" <dk} ~ ( d l  - do, d2 - d,  , ..., dk + l -- dk ) 
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where do=0, dk+l=n. We denote by C(a) the composition associated 
to the descent set of a: C(a)= C(D(a)). This composition is directly 
read from a as the lengths of the successive ascending runs in the word 
representing a. For example, if a = 423971856, then C(a) = (1, 3, 1, 2, 2). 
Let C = (el ..... ck) be a composition of n. Associate to it the skew-hook 
shape (or border strip, see [35, p. 31]) whose row lengths are given by C. 
Example: C = (3, 2, 1, 4). The skew-hook, in the french way of depicting 
tableaux is 
O Q O  
0 0  
A skew hook defines a skew Schur function, which we denote by Sc, 
which is a positive linear combination ofSchur functions [35, p. 68]; hence 
Sc defines a representation f the symmetric group, which we call the 
Foulkes representation i dexed by C. The functions Sc, but not their 
representation-theoretic significance, we already considered by MacMahon 
[36, pp. 199-202]. They were used also in permutation enumeration for 
counting permutations by various aspects of their descent sets [10, 13]. 
As with the Foulkes representations, we shall only briefly describe the 
Lie representations, concentrating mainly on the associated symmetric 
functions. Let A be the alphabet {al ..... an}, Q(A)  the free associative 
algebra generated by A over Q, and ~(A) the free Lie algebra on A over 
Q. As is well-known, 5e(A) may be identified with the Lie subalgebra of 
Q(A)  generated by the letters in A. Let M denote the multilinear part of 
Q(A) ,  that is, the linear span of the n! words a~(1)---a~(~), r~Sn. The 
symmetric group Sn acts on Q(A) :  each permutation ~r induces the 
algebra utomorphism of Q(A)  given by a~--+ a~( o. The restriction to M 
of this action is the regular epresentation f Sn. 
Let 2 be a partition. Define a subspace ~. of Q(A ): it is the linear span 
of the polynomials of the form 
1 
(P1 ..... Pk) = k.1 2 P~(1)"" P~(k), 
c~ ~ Sk 
where for i = 1 ..... k, Pi is a homogeneous Lie polynomial of degree 2i, and 
k=l(2), i.e., the number of parts of 2. As ~a(A) is invariant under the 
action of Sn, so is ~.,  hence also ~ n M. The latter thus defines a 
representation f Sn, which we call the Lie representation of Sn of type 2. 
These representations appear in Thrall [50]. Since then, they have been 
studied by many authors, especially when 2= (n), in which case one 
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obtains the representation f Sn on the free Lie algebra (see [7, 9, 19, 30, 
28, 42, 32, 22, 4, 24, 49, 2, 5, 6, 3]). 
Denote by L~ the symmetric function associated to the Lie representa- 
tion of type 2. We give a combinatorial interpretation of L~, which is 
implicit in [22, 4]. Let X= {Xl, x2, x3 .... } be a set of variables, and denote 
by X* the free monoid generated by X. Two words u, v in X* are conjugate 
if for some words s, t one has u -- st and v -- ts. A word w is primitive if it 
is not a proper power of another word. A necklace is the conjugacy class 
of a primitive word (then all the words in the class are primitive). The 
length of a necklace is the common length of the corresponding words. A 
multiset of necklaces i  a mapping M from the set of necklaces into N, with 
finite support. The cycle structure of a multiset M of necklaces i  the parti- 
tion 2(M) = ln12 "2... , where n i is the number of necklaces in M of length 
i, that is ni = ZM =; M(v) (the sum is over all necklaces v of length i). The 
evaluation of a necklace v is the monomial ev(v)=x~'x~ 2... in 7/IX], 
where p~ is the number of occurrences of the variable x~ in v; the evaluation 
of a multiset M of necklaces is the product of the evaluations of the 
necklaces in M, i.e., ev(M)=l--[~ ev(v) M(~) where the product is over all 
necklaces. 
With these definitions, the symmetric function L;~ is described as follows; 
L~ is the sum of the evaluations of gll multisets of necklaces of type 2 : 
L~= ~ ev(M). (2.1) 
&(M) = .,~ 
For 2 = (n), an explicit formula is available. As pointed out in [5], this 
formula is equivalent o the Witt formula for the dimensions of the 
homogeneous components of the free Lie algebra [54], but is explicitly 
stated first in [7], 
1 
L n = - ~ ].~(d) pnd/d , (2.2) 
n din 
where # is the M6bius function and Pd the dth power sum symmetric 
function, with the notations of [35]; we write Ln for L(,). Now, we can 
state 
THEOREM 2.1. The number of permutations having descent composition C
and cycle structure 2 is equal to the scalar product of the characters of the 
Foulkes representation i dexed by C and the Lie representations indexed by 
2, or equivalently, to the scalar product of the symmetric functions Sc and L~. 
The proof of this theorem will be made in the next section. The next 
corollary gives a combinatorial interpretation of Theorem 2.1, whose direct 
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proof may be given by using the bijection of the next section (Lemma 3.4). 
Let ~ denote the number of multisets of necklaces of cycle structure 2 and 
evaluation ,.,,,.u~ ... As L~ is a symmetric function, we have L~ ~1 ~2 
Z,  c~,m,, where m, is the monomial symmetric function, see [35]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let D be a subset of { 1, ..., n -  1 }, C the associated 
composition of n and # the partition of n obtained by rearranging C. Then 
the number of permutations of cycle structure 2 and descent set contained in 
D is equal to ct~,. 
Proof Let fl~ be the number of permutations a in the statement. Then 
by Theorem 2.1 
fl.~,= ~ <L.~,Scw')>=<L.~,  Scw')>. 
D'~_D D '~_D 
By a result which goes back to MacMahon (see [36, Vol. I, Sect. 168] or 
[26, p. 293]), the right-hand sum is equal to h,, with the notation of [35]. 
Now, we have L~=Y~vc~;~m v. Since (h~,mv)=gu~ , we have fl;.~= 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let n=4,  D={2},  2=31. Then C=22, #=22. The 
permutations with descent set contained in D and cycle structure 2 
are: 1423 = (1)(243) and 2314= (123)(4). The multisets of necklaces of 
evaluation ~-1~'"1~'~2¢-2 =XlX222 and cycle structure 2 are (with evident notations): 
{(XlXlX2) , (X2) } and {(x,x2x2), (x,)}. 
We derive another corollary. For this, recall that the major index of a 
composition C = (cl, ..., ck) of n is the number 
k--1 
maj(C)= Z (c l+ ' "+c / )= ~ i, 
i=1  i ED  
where D is the subset of { 1 ..... n - 1 } associated to C. Similarly, the major 
index of a permutation a is maj(a) = maj(C(cr)). The inverse major index of 
is maj (a-l) .  A descent class in S, is a subset {oeSn[ C(a)= C} for some 
composition C. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let i and n be relatively prime. In each descent class of 
Sn, there are as many circular permutations as permutations whose inverse 
major index is congruent to i modulo n. 
It is worth mentioning here that, by Foata's algorithm [-18] (see also [33, 
Chap. 10]), this number is also equal to the number of permutations in the 
given descent class with number of inversions congruent to i modulo n. 
582a/64/2-4 
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Proof We use the decomposition of the Lie representation of type n 
into irreducible representations of S,, as described by Kraskiewicz and 
Weyman [32] (see also [22, 47, 12]). Their result is equivalent to L ,= 
~w~l =n axs~, where the coefficient a~ of the Schur function is equal to the 
number of standard tableaux of shape 2 and major index congruent to i 
modulo n. On the other hand, it is known that for a composition C of n, 
the symmetric function Sc has the decomposition Sc = Y.l~l =, fl;sx, where 
fl~ is the number of standard tableaux of shape 2 and of descent composi- 
tion C (see, for example, Foulkes [20]). The two previous equations how 
that L,  = Z Sc, where the sum is over all compositions C of n whose major 
index is congruent o i modulo n. By Theorem 2.1, we deduce that the 
number of circular permutations whose descent composition is C~ is equal 
to 5~c (Sc, Scl), where the sum is over the same compositions as before. 
By [26] (Theorem 5), (Sc, Scl) is equal to the number of permutations 
a such that C(a)= C 1 and C(a -~) = C, which concludes the proof. | 
3. QUASI-SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS AND A BIJECTION BETWEEN 
WORDS AND MULTISETS OF NECKLACES 
Let X be an infinite totally ordered set of variables. A formal power 
series F in Q [ [X] ]  is called quasi-symmetric if for any variables x~ ..... x,, 
y~ ..... y, in X with x~< .-. <x ,  and y~< .-. <y , ,  and any positive 
k, and y~l.. y~, are equal. integers k~ ..... k,, the coefficients in F of x~ 1.-. x, 
We denote by QSym the algebra of quasi-symmetric functions. 
The algebra QSym admits a basis {Fc} indexed by compositions (see 
[26]): if C is the composition of n associated to the subset D of 
{1, 2 .... , n -  1}, then Fc is the sum of all monomials x~ - . .x , ,  which are 
increasing (i.e., Xl ~< ... ~< x,) and such that x~ < x~+ ~ for each i in D. If a 
quasi-symmetric F is actually symmetric, then its expansion in the previous 
basis is given by the following result [26, Theorem 2]: 
F=~ (F, Sc> Fc. (3.1) 
c 
We shall use an alternative definition of the functions Fc. For this, let w = 
Xl...xn be a word of length n in the free monoid X*. Define a function 
6w: {1, 2,..., n}~--~Xx {1, 2 .... , n}, 6w(i)= (x~, i). 
Then 6w is injective. Order X x { 1, 2 .... , n } with the lexocigraphic order. 
Define a total order c on { 1, 2, ..., n} by: i c j if and only if 6w(i) < 6w(j). 
This condition is equivalent to 
(xi < xj) or (xi-- xj and i < j). (3.2) 
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This total order on {1, 2 .... , n} is called the standard numbering of w (see 
[44] p. 189): it consists in numbering the positions of w, from left to right, 
starting with the smallest letter in w, continuing with the second smallest, 
and so on. The standard permutation of w is the unique permutation 
s t (w)=a of {1, 2 ..... n} such that: 
a( i) < a(j) ~, 6w( i) < 6~(j). (3.3) 
EXAMPLE 3.1. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
w = b b a a b c c c b c b b 
= 3 4 1 2 5 9 10 11 6 12 7 8 
The evaluation of a word is its natural image in Q [ [X] ]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (r be a permutation i S~ such that C( a -  i ) = C. Then Fc 
is the sum of the evaluations of all words whose standard permutation is a. 
The idea behind Lemma3.2 goes back to MacMahon and was 
extensively developed by Stanley [45]. 
Proof We have by definition Fc=Y.  ev(y~.. .y,) ,  where the sum is 
over all increasing words such that for all i in D, y~< Y~+I, with D the 
subset of {1, . . . ,n - l}  associated to C. By putting xi=y~(o, we deduce 
Fc = Y. ev(xl ... xn), where the sum is over all words such that 
x~ 1(1)~ "'" ~x~-~(n) andfor a l l i i nD,  x~-~ti)<x~-~(~+l). (3.4) 
We show that (3.4) is equivalent to the fact that a is the standard permuta- 
tion of Xl ... xn. Recall that, D being the descent set of a -  J, we have 
k~Dc: ,a  l(k)>~r l (k+l ) ,  (3.5) 
which means that in the word ~r(1)...a(n), k is to the right of k+ 1. 
Suppose that (3.4) holds: we show that the condition a(i)< a(j) implies 
condition (3.2), which will imply that they are equivalent (being both 
total orders on {1, 2, ..., n}), hence that a= st(x1-..xn). So let a(i)<a(j) .  
By the first condition in (3.4), we have x i= x~-,~(,-) ~< x,-l(~(i)+ 1) <~ "'" <<. 
x~-l(~(j)_ 1) ~< x~ l~(j) = xj. By the second condition in (3.4), we deduce that 
if xi = xj, then D ~ {a(i), a(i) + 1 ..... a(j)--  l } = ~.  So by (3.5), a(i) is on 
the left of a(j) in the word a(1)...o-(n), showing that i< j .  Hence (3.2) 
holds. 
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On the contrary, suppose that a=st (x l - - .x , ) ,  i.e., that a(i)<a(j) is 
equivalent o (3.2). We show that (3.4) holds. We have i< i+ 1, hence 
a(a-l(i)) < a(a-l(i+ 1)). By assumption, this is equivalent to 
(Xo- ' ( i )<Xtr '(i~-1)) or  (x~ l(i)=x~r-l(i+l)andff-l(i)<ff-l(iq-1)). 
Because of (3.5), we deduce that (3.4) holds. I 
Standardization of words will allow us to describe a natural bijection 
between words and multisets of necklaces, which preserves the cycle- 
structure and the evaluation. The fact that there is an evaluation-preserving 
bijection between words and multisets of necklaces has been known for a 
long time: it is a consequence, for example, of the unique factorization of 
each word into Lyndon words ([33, Theorem 5.1.5]; see also [15, 38, 39]). 
Thus, the set of words with a given evaluation and the set of multisets of 
necklaces with the same evaluation  have the same cardinality, which will 
simplify our next proof. 
Let W=Xl""Xn be a word of length n in X*, and a its standard 
permutation. Let c = (il,..., ik) be a cycle of cr. Then denote by vc(w) the 
necklace which is the conjugacy class of the word Xh"'X~k. NOW, define 
a multiset of necklaces U(w) to be the multiset {vjw)lc is a cycle of 
st(w)}. More formally, M= U(w) is defined for any necklace v by M(v)= 
the number of cycles c of st(w) such that v jw)=v.  Observe that the 
evaluation of w is equal to the evaluation of U(w). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. With W and a as in Example 3.1, the cycles of a are 
shown in Fig. 3.1. The multiset U(w) is obtained by replacing each digit i 
by a~-,(i) (instead of ai; this does not change the necklaces). See Fig. 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. The mapping U & an evaluation-preserving bijection from 
the set of words onto the set of finite multisets of necklaces, such that the 
cycle structure of the standard permutation of w and that of U(w) are equal. 
FIGURE 3.1 
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FIGURE 3.2 
The inverse bijection W is described in the proof. An equivalent version 
of Lemma 3.4 was used in [14, 52, 27] and discovered independently in
[55]. See also [-15, 16, 17], and for generalizations to other Coxeter 
groups, [40, 41]. 
Proof 1. Because U preserves evaluations, it is enough, in view of a 
previous remark, to construct an evaluation-preserving mapping W from 
the set of finite multisets of primitive necklaces into X*, such that 
Uo W= id. By finiteness, we will also have Wo U= id, and W will be the 
inverse of U. 
2. Let P be the set of periodic sequences in XN. Each element s in P 
is of the form n(u), where n:X+- -*P  is the mapping n(y l . . . yk )= 
(Yl ..... Yk, Yl, . . . ,Y~ .... ), for yi~X. Observe that n defines a bijection 
between primitive words and periodic sequences. Let z: X N ~X ~ be the 
shift mapping, defined by Z(Xo, Xl, x2 .... ) = (Xl, Xa, x3 .... ). Its restriction to 
P is a permutation of P. One has 
Z(~(Y l  """ Yk)) = ;re(y2""" YkYl), (3.6) 
and 
z-l(rc(Yl "'" Yk))= rc(YkYl"" Yk 1), (3.7) 
This shows that the orbit of zt(u), u primitive, under z 1 consists of the 
sequences ~(v), v conjugate to u, and has precisely lul elements, i.e., 
the number of conjugates of u. Put on X ~ the lexicographic order, and do 
the same for )fN x ~. Let f :  X N ~ X be the mapping sending each sequence 
to its first element. Extend z and f to P x ~ by: z(s, f )=  (z(s), ~) and 
f(s, ~) = f(s). 
3. Denote by (u) the conjugacy class of a word u and by fi the 
reversal of u (defined by ~=Xk' ' 'X l  if U=Xl" ' 'Xk,  x ieX) .  Let M be a 
finite multiset of primitive necklaces of length n. We associate with M the 
subset E of P x N defined by 
E= U {rc(~)} x {1, 2 ..... M((u))}, (3.8) 
uEX* 
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where {1, 2 ..... M((u))} denotes the empty set if M((u))= 0. Note that E is 
of cardinality n, because there are lul elements in the conjugacy class of a 
primitive word u. Note also that E inherits the total order < of X N x N; 
we write E= {el <e2< ""  <en}. As M((u))= M((v))  for conjugate words 
u and v, and by (3.6) and (3.7), the restriction of z to E is a permutat ion 
E ~ E. Let a be the permutat ion of { 1, 2, ..., n } defined by a = 6 -  ~ o z -  a o 6, 
where 6(i)=e~. Observe that 6 and 6 -1 are increasing functions. Let 
W=Xx.--xn, with xi=foz-i(e~). We show that U(w)=M, which will 
finish the proof: it suffices to pose w = W(M). 
4. We claim that a is the standard permutat ion of w. Indeed, 
a ( i )<a( j )  is equivalent to z- l(ei)<z-l(ej)  (because 6 and 6 -1 are 
increasing), which, by the properties of lexicographic order, is in turn 
equivalent to: {f(z- l (ei))<f(z- l (ef l )} or {f(z-l(ei))=f(z-~(efl)  and 
e~<ej}, that is: (x i<xf l  or (xi=xj and i<j), which is (3.2). So the claim 
is proved. 
By (3.7) and (3.8), a cycle of z -1 is of the form 
(~(Yk' ' 'Yl) ,~),(~(YlYk' ' 'Y2),Y) ..... (~(Yk--l"' 'YlYk),f) 
for some primitive word u= Yl"' 'Yk and some f, 1 <~f<~M((u)). Note 
that conjugate words determine the same cycle. As tr = 6 - loz  -1 °6, the 
cycles of tr are of the form c = (il ..... ik), with 
il = 6- -1 (g(Yk  " ' "  Yl), re), i2 = 6- ' (Tr (y i "  "" Y2), f),  "", 
ik = 6--1(rC(yk-- 1 ' ' "  Yk), ~)" 
Note that x i=foz  l(ei)=foz-lo6(i) ,  hence by (3.7) 
xi, = f °z-l(rc(Yk "'" Yl), ~)= f(rc(Yl""" ), E )= Yl, 
Xg2 = fo  Z l(TZ(yl ... Y2), f )  = f(rc(Y2 """ ), E) = YZ, 
Xi~ =f°z--l(rc(yk--l"'" Yk), f) = f(rc(yk .. - ), l )=  Yk. 
This shows that the corresponding necklace vc(w) is equal to (u), and we 
conclude that U(w)= M. | 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The inverse mapping W of U is described on the multiset 
of primitive necklaces hown in Fig. 3.2. Label each vertex of each necklace 
by the periodic sequence obtained by reading, in the opposite direction, the 
necklace (see Fig. 3.3). Now, order these sequences lexicographically (when 
multiplicities occur, one first has to order the multiple necklaces; see 
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abab.., abab.., bcbc... 
baba.., baba.., cbcb... 
bcbcc... 
cbcbc . . .~ '@' , ,~  
c.Ccb ~ c b c c b ' ' "  
c b ... bccbc... 
FIGURE 3.3 
Fig. 3.4). One obtains a permutation a in cycle form; write it as a word, 
and replace each digit i by the label of the corresponding vertex: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
a = 3 4 1 2 5 9 10 11 6 12 7 8 
w = b b a a b c c c b c b b 
One obtains the word of Example 3.1, as expected. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2.1. By (2.1) and Lemma3.4, we have La= 
Za(st(w))=z ev(w). Since a permutation and its inverse have the same cycle 
structure, we obtain by Lemma 3.2 
L~= E Z ev(w):  Z Fc(~)" 
x(~r) = 2 st(w) = ,r- 1 2(~) = 2 
Moreover, by (3.1) L; ,=~,  c (L~, Sc)Fc .  Comparing the two equations, 
we deduce that 
(L~,ScS= ~ 1 
2(c0=2 
C(~) = c 
which proves the theorem. | 
FIGURE 3.4 
1 2 6 7 
3 4 9 8 12 
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In the next result, we use the plethysm o of symmetric functions, and the 
complete symmetric functions h,. 
THEOREM 3.6. For a partition 2 = lm12m2.-, of n, the symmetric function 
L ~ satisfies 
Z,t = E Fc(~) = (hm~° Zl)(hrn2 °z2) ' ' ' ,  
7C 
where the first sum is over all permutations n of cycle structure 2. 
Proof The first equality was obtained in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and 
the second is consequence of (2.1). | 
4. COMPLEMENTATION SYMMETRY 
In this section we show that for certain cycle structures the distribution 
of descent sets is symmetric with respect o complementation. 
If the composition c = (cl, c2 ..... ck) of n corresponds to the subset D of 
{1, ..., n -1} ,  then let C' be the composition corresponding to the 
complement of D in { 1, ..., n - 1 }. We may obtain C' from the skew-hook 
shape associated to C by reading the columns, rather than the rows. For 
example, the rows of the skew-hook shape 
give the composition (3, 2, 1, 3) of 9, corresponding to the subset {3, 5, 6} 
of {1 ..... 8}; the columns give the composition (1, 1, 2, 3, 1, 1), corre- 
sponding to the subset { 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 }. 
We now recall some facts about the involutary automorphism 09 on 
symmetric functions. (See, e.g., Macdonald [35]). First, if sx/, is any skew 
Schur function, then co(s~/,)= sz,/~,, where the prime denotes conjugation. 
It follows that co(Sc)=Sc,.  Next, co(pn)=(- -1)n- lpn,  where pn is the 
power sum symmetric function S'.i xT. Finally, (cof, cog)= ( f ,  g )  for any 
symmetric functions f and g. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the partition 2 has no parts congruent o 2 
modulo 4 and that every odd part of 2 occurs only once. Then the number of 
permutations of cycle structure 2 with a given descent set is equal to the 
number of permutations of cycle structure 2 with the complementary descent 
set. 
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Proof We only need to show that the hypothesis of the theorem 
implies co(L~)= L;~, since we will then have 
(L)., Sc)  = (CO(L~), o9(Sc)) = (L~, Sc,) 
for any composition C, and the theorem will follow by Theorem 2.1. 
First we evaluate L, = co(L,). 
By (2.2) we have L, = (l/n) ~.dl, #(d)( -- 1 )(d- 11 ,/d p,d/d. Since (d -  1 ) n/d 
is even unless d is even and n/d is odd, L,  = Ln unless n is twice an odd 
number. 
For the general case, if 2=1m~2 m2... , then by Theorem 3.6, L~= 
(hmloL1)(hm2oL2).... It is well known that if f and g are symmetric 
functions and g is homogeneous of degree n, then co(fo g) = fo  (cog) if n is 
even and co(fo g )= (co f )o  (cog) if n is odd. Thus 
~er o L~ 
if n is even, 
if n is odd, 
so co(hr ° Ln) = hr ° Ln if n is divisible by 4, or if n is odd and r = 1, and the 
theorem follows. | 
The converse of Theorem4.1 is false. For example, L4=¼(p4-p~)= 
L(2,1.1), so co(L(2,1,1)) =L(2,1,1). (This example also shows that the L;. are 
not linearly independent, and therefore do not form a basis for symmetric 
functions.) 
The case of Theorem 4.1 in which 2 has only one part was proved and 
generalized to other Coxeter groups by Reiner [40], Theorem 5.2.6. 
Let A be a set of permutations. We define the quasi-symmetric generating 
function for A to be the quasi-symmetric function Z~A Fc(,). We prove 
another esult on complementation symmetry. 
THEOREM 4.2. The number of involutions in S, with a given descent set is 
equal to the number of involutions in Sn with the complementary descent set. 
Proof The quasi-symmetric generating function for involutions is by 
Theorem 3.6 
hm h, o e 2 = ~ 1 -- XeXj' 
0 n 0 " i " 
which is invariant under co; indeed, this function is equal to the sum of all 
Schur functions [35, p. 45], and co permutes them. | 
Theorem 4.2 was conjectured by D. Dumont and proved by V. Strehl 
[-48], using the Robinson-Schensted correspondence. 
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5. DESCENT NUMBER AND MAJOR INDEX 
From the quasi-symmetric generating function for a set of permutations, 
once can derive a two-variable function which counts permutations 
according to the number of descents and the major index. 
The approach we have taken actually yields a "reversed" major index. 
The following lemma allows us to convert his to the ordinary major index. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that the quasi-symmetric generating function for 
a subset A of S, is symmetric. Then the number of permutations in A 
with descent composition (c~ ..... ck) is equal to the number with descent 
composition (ck ..... cl). 
Proof Let f be the quasi-symmetric generating function for A. By 
Corollary 4 of [26], the number of permutations in A with descent com- 
position (c~ ..... ck) is the scalar product ( f  S(cl ...... k))" But S(cl,..,ck)= 
S(ck ...... i) and the lemma follows. | 
Let us define the descent number d(n) of a permutation  in S, for n > 0 
to be one more than the number of descents of n. Thus d(n) is the number 
of parts in the descent composition of 7r. It is convenient to define the 
descent number of the empty permutation to be 0. 
For each nonnegative integer m we define the continuous 
homomorph ism A m from formal power series in xl ,  x2, ... to formal power 
series in q by Am(xi) = qi- 1 if 1 ~< i ~< m, and Am(xi) = 0 otherwise and we 
define A~ by Ao~(xi)=q i-1 for all i. (Note that Ao(f) is the constant erm 
in f )  
We use the standard notation (t; q)n for the product (1 -  t ) (1 -  tq)... 
( l_tqn 1). We also write (t), for (t;q)n. Thus (q),= (q; q),= 
(1--~q)(1--q2)'''(1--qn). We also denote by I-~] the q-binomial coef- 
ficient, equal to (q)m/(q), (q)m-n if n<<,m, and equal to 0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, we denote by In] the q-analog of n, 1 + q + --. + q ' - I  = 
(1 - q')/(1 - q). More generally, [n]qr denotes 1 + qr + ... + q(n- 1)r. We 
denote by [n]! the q-factorial IqT=1 [i]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let C=(Cl ..... ck) be a composition of n and let C= 
(ck, ..., Cl). Then 
tkqmaj(~) 
tmAm(Fc) (5.1) 
m=O ( t )n+l  
qmaj(~) 
ao~Iec) = (5 .2 )  (q). 
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Proof The case n = 0 is trivial, so assume n > 0. Let D be the subset of 
{1,2 .... ,n - l}  corresponding to the composit ion C, and note that 
maj(C) = Zi~D (n -- i). 
The left side of (5.1) is 
tmqil+ ... +in (5.3) 
where the sum is over all m, il, i2, ..., in satisfying 0 ~ il ~< i 2 ~< ..- ~< i n < m 
and is<is+ 1 for seD.  Let us set j s=i~+~-i~-e~,  s=0, . . . ,n -1 ,  j ,=  
m - in - 1, where io = eo = 0, and for s = 1, ..., n - 1, ~ = 1 if s ~ D, and e s = 0 
if s CD. Then the inequalities on i~ ..... i , ,m are equivalent to the 
inequalities j~ ~> 0 for s = 0, ..., n. We may solve for the i's and m in terms 
of the j 's:  i~=jo+ "'" +J~ 1+e1+ +8~ 1, m=jo+ --. + j ,+  
e~ + ..- + en ~ + 1. Therefore (5.3) is equal to 
t Jo+ "" + jn+e l+ "" +en- - l+  lqn jo+(n- -1 ) ( J l+E1)+ "" +( jn - - l+~n 1) 
Jo , . . . , jn~O 
tel+ "" +~ a+lq(n 1)el+(n--2)e2+ ... +en I t [D l+ lqSZ ieD(n- i )  
(1 - t ) (1 - - tq ) . . . (1 - tq  n) ( t )n+l  
which proves (5.1). To obtain (5.2), we may multiply both sides of (5.1) by 
1 -  t and take the limit as t ~ 1, which has the effect on the left side of 
taking the limit as m ~ oe of the coefficient of t m. Alternatively, (5.2) may 
be derived by modifying our derivation of (5.1). | 
The basic idea behind Lemma 5.2 goes back to MacMahon,  and it was 
further developed by Stanley [45].  
THEOREM 5.3. 
subset A of Sn. I f  f is symmetric then 
~ tmAm(f)__Y'~A td(~)q maj(~) ' 
,,=0 (0,+1 
"~z e A qmaj(rt) 
Aoo(f) = (q). 
Let f be the quasi-symmetric generating function for a 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Proof These formulas follows directly from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. | 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that the quasi-symmetric generating function 
for a subset A of Sn is symmetric. Then for each integer i, the number of 
permutations in A with major index congruent to i mod n depends only on the 
greatest common divisor of i and n. 
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Proof In view of (5.5), we have just to show that for each 
homogeneous symmetric function f of degree n, the sum of the coefficients 
in (q)n Ao~(f) of the powers ofq congruent to i mod n depends only on the 
subgroup generated by i mod n. But this is a consequence of the already 
used theorem of Kraskiewicz and Weyman [32]; see [221 or [-12]. | 
The corollary generalizes a result of [12], in view of the following result, 
already obtained, but worth mentioning here. 
THEOREM 5.5. The quasi-symmetric function of A ~_ S, is symmetric in 
the three following cases: 
(i) A is a conjugacy class; 
(ii) A is the set of inverses of permutations with a given descent set. 
(iii) A is closed for the plactie congruence (the Knuth relations). 
Proof (i) is a consequence of Th. 3.6, (ii) follows from [20], and (iii) 
follows from [31, and 34]. Actually, (ii) is a consequence of (iii). | 
6. CYCLES 
We now apply Theorem 5.3 to the set of cyclic permutations in S,, which 
have by Theorem 3.6 and (2.2) the quasi-symmetric generating function L,. 
We have A,,(pd)=Y'.m=olqid= [m]q~ and Ao~(pd)=(1--qd) -1. Now let 
C,(t, q) be the generating function for cyclic permutation i  S, by descent 
number and major index. Then applying Theorem 5.3 yields the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. 
C' ( t 'q )=l  Z kt(d) ~ [m]~at m (6.1) 
(t),+l ndl . m=O 
C,(1, q) 1 w y(d) 
(6.2) 
(q). n f-~l. (1 ---~)./d" 
The q-Eulerian polynomial A.(t, q) is defined to be the generating 
function for all permutations in S. by descent number and major index. 
MacMahon [36, Vol. 2, p. 211] showed that 
A,(t, q)= Era] n t m. (6.3) 
(t),+, m=O 
From (6.3) and (6.1) we obtain an expression for C,(t, q) in terms of 
q-Eulerian polynomials. 
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COROLLARY 6.2. 
Cn(t ,q)=l  ~ l~(d) ( t ;q ) ,+ ,  
rid," ( ~-qa--~/d+ l an/d( t' qd)" 
Note that if n is a prime, Corol lary6.2 reduces to 
JAn(t, q ) -  t(tq; q)n-- 1]' 
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C,(t, q) = ( i /n) 
7. INVOLUTIONS 
Let 
In(t, q, ~) = ~ td(')qmaj(~)~ f( ) 
where the sum is over all involutions rc in Sn and f(rt)  is the number of 
fixed points of re. The quasi-symmetric generating function for involutions 
according to fixed points is 
~'~,Fc(n)°~fOz)zl~zl=l~ (1-c~zxi) -1 ]-I ( I - -z2XiX j )  -1 (7.1) 
rc i i< j 
where the sum is over all involutions z, and IrEI is the length of n. Applying 
Theorem 5.3, we obtain the following formulas. 
THEOREM 7.1. 
Z n 
- ,m( zl: 
n=O (t)n+l m=0 
2m 3 
× I~ ( l - - z2qk)  -min(Fk /27 ,m- l - l k /23) ,  (7.2) 
k=l  
I,(1, q, c~) = (~z)L 1 (1 -z2qk) -rk/2q, 
n=0 (~n k=l  
In(t,l, CQ (l__t)n+ 1-  tm(1--~ZZ)--'n(1--Z 2) (r). (7.3) 
n=O m=O 
Proof By (7.1) and Theorem 5.3, we have 
I,(t, q, ~) = tm 1-I (1 - -~zq i) 1 
n=0 (t)n+l m=0 O<~i<m 
x I-I (1 -z2qi+J) -1 
O<~i<j<m 
2m -- 3 
= tm(ctZ)m 1 I~ (1--z2qk) -~k, (7.4) 
m=0 k=l  
where Vk = { (i, J) l 0 ~< i < j < m, i + j = k}, which implies the first equality. 
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Similarly, one has 
Z n 
In (1 ,q ,~) ( - -~=H (1-~zqi) 1 H (1-z2qi+j) -1 
n=0 i>~O O<~i<j 
=(~XZ)~ f i  (1 - -  z2qk) -[-k/2q. 
k=l 
We obtain the third by putting q = 1 in (7.4). | 
Strehl [48] gave a combinatorial proof of the fact, conjectured by D. 
Dumont, that the number of involutions without fixed points in S2k with 
descent number i is equal to the number with descent number 2k + 2 - i. 
We can prove Strehl's result from (7.3) with the help of the following 
lemma, which is easily derived from Corollary 4.2.4, p. 207, of Stanley 
[46]. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let p(m) be a polynomial of degree n and let A(t) be the 
polynomial of degree at most n given by 
A(t) 
( l _ t ) -+ l - -  ~ P(m) t m 
m=0 
Let r be the smallest nonnegative integer m for which p(m)#O and let s 
be the smallest positive integer m for which p ( -m)#O.  Then A(t)= 
tn+l+r-sA(t -1) if and only if p(m)= ( -  1) n p( -m + r - s )  for all m. 
Now by (7.3), with ct=0: I2g(t, l ,O)/(1-t)  2k+1 =Era=0 ((~n) +kk-- 1) tin" 
Applying the lemma with n = 2k, r = 2 and s = 1, we obtain Izk(t, 1, O) = 
tzk+212g(t -1, 1, 0), which is Strehl's result. 
Because the Robinson-Schensted algorithm transforms involutions into 
standard Young tableaux, preserving descents, all the results of this section 
can be proved using facts about Schur functions. This has been carried out 
by D6sarm6nien and Foata [13]. 
8. DERANGEMENTS 
A derangement is a permutation without fixed points. Let Dn be 
the quasi-symmetric generating function for derangements in Sn. By 
Theorem 3.6, D n is the sum of all L~ with 1 not a part of 2. 
THEOREM 8.1. 
D~= ~ (-1)Jejh~ - j  
j=O 
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Proof Since by Theorem 3.6, L(lm12m23m3... ) = L(lml)Z(2m23m3... ) and 
Z(lm ) - -hm,  it follows that 
m=0 I \n=O I . 
where the sum is over all partitions 2. It follows from Lemma 3.4 (or from 
the factorization of words into Lyndon words) that ZI;.f=/L)-- / - h a. Thus 
t ) D.= h~ Z hj = h~ (-1) J  ej . (8.1) n=O i=  / \ j=O / i j 
Extracting the terms homogeneous of degree n yields the theorem. I 
D6sarm6nien and Wachs [14] have given a formula for D, equivalent to 
that of Theorem 8.1 and have proved a result which in our terminology is
that D, is also the quasi-symmetric generating function for permutations ~z 
such that the greatest k for which 1, 2 ..... k are all descents of rc ' is odd, 
thus refining a result of D6sarm6nien I-11 J. 
LEMMA 8.2. The quasi-symmetric generating function for permutation i  
S, with exactly k fixed points is hk D, k" 
Proof By Theorem 3.6, this generating function is ~ (hkoLl)(hm2oL2) 
(hm3 °L3)'-" , where the sum is over all m2, m 3 . . . .  such that 
k+2m2+ 3m3 + . . . .  n. By Theorem 3.6 again, the quasi-symmetric 
generating function D,_k of permutations in S,_k without fixed points is 
D,_k=Z (hm2oL2)(hm3oL3)..., where the sum is over all m2, m3 . . . .  such 
that 2m2 + 3m 3 + . . . .  n - k. This proves the lemma. I 
From Theorem 8.1, the recurrence 
D,=h~ D,_~ + (-1)"  e, (8.2) 
follows easily. By Lemma 8.2 and since e, is the quasi-symmetric generating 
function of the permutation  n -  1 ... 2 1 (with descent set { 1, 2 ..... n -  1 }), 
(8.2) implies the following result. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let A be a proper subset of {1,2 .... ,n - l ) .  Then the 
number of derangements in S, with descent set A is equal to the number oj 
permutations in Sn with exactly one fixed point and descent set A. 
Now let 
D,,~(t, q)= ~ ta(~)q maj<~) 
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where the sum is over all permutations n in S. with exactly k fixed points, 
and let 
D.(t, q, ~) = ~ Dn, k(t, q) ~k. 
k=0 
THEOREM 8.4. 
zn ~ tm 
Dn(t, q, ~) - -  - (z)m (8,3) 
n=0 (/)n+ 1 m=0 1 -- [rn] z (~Z)m' 
.=o D.(1, q, ~) ( -~= 1-- (az)~' 
D.( l .q .a )=[n] , ( l+  ~ (a -1 ) (a -q ) ' " (a - -q i - l ! )  (8.5) 
i :1  ' 
[;] enl'n-k 
D.,k(1, q)= D. g,o(1, q)=[k]T ~ ( - -1 )  i q (8.6) 
• i=o  [ -~! '  
Dn,k(t , q) - -  = Z k (Z)m. (8.7) 
.=0 (0.+1 m=O 1 -- [mJ'z k 
Proof Let f be the quasi-symmetric generating function by number of 
fixed points and length of all permutations. Then by Lemma 8.2, we have 
f= Zi, j~>o hi Dj aizi+j. By Theorem 8.1, we deduce 
f=  E h,°dze+J(- 1) k ekh~ -k = ~ h,~'z'+~+k(-- 1) k ekh~ 
i,j,k i,s,k 
= hi ~izi E 1 E (--1)kek zk 
/ x  s / k 
Applying Am to f, we thus obtain Am(f)= (~Z)m 1 (1 -  [m] z) -1 (Z)m, (see 
[M],  Example 3, p. 18). This proves (8,3), using Theorem 5.3. 
Similarly A~(f)  = (az)L 1 (1 -z/(1 _q) ) - i  (z)~ (see [35, Example 4, 
p. 19]), which proves (8.4), using Theorem 5.3 again. Now, D.(1, q, a) is by 
(8.4) equal to the coefficient of z" in (q). (1 -z / (1  _q))- i  (z)~/(az)~. By 
an identity of Cauchy (see [1, Theorem 2.1]), we have 
~, (a). t.=(at)~ 
.=0 (q). (t)~ 
By applying the substitution t ~ ~z, a ~ a- l ,  we obtain 
(z)~ _ ~ (~ 1)--------~"~'z'. 
(az)~ .=o (q)- 
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The coefficient of z" in the previous expression is 
(1  _ c~-a) (1  _ a - lq )  . . .  (1  _ c~ lqn 1) 
(1-q)(1-q2)...(t-q') 
O~ n __  
(a -  1 ) (a -q ) . . . (a -q  "-1) 
( l -q ) (1 -q2) - . - (1 -q  ") 
Hence, we have 
" / 1 '," ~(a -1) (a -q ) . . . (a -q  ~ 1) 
D.(i'q'a)=(q).i~=o ~~_q)  (1 -q ) (1 -q2) . . . (1 -q  i)
=[,n]! ~ (~- l ) (~-q) ' " (~-q~- ' )  
i=0 [-i]! 
which is (8.5). 
By Lemma 8.2 and Theorem 5.3, we have 
D.,k(1, q)= (q). A~(D._khk). 
Note as before that we have D,_k = Z'-~i= o (--1)i eihl, k i, hence 
n k 
Dn, k(1, q)= (q). 
i=0  
. ( 1 )o-k- i  1 
( -  1)iq(~)(q)~l \1 -q /  (q)f ' 
by [-35, Example 4, p. 19]. Thus (8.6) follows. 
For (8.7), we seek the coefficient of ~k in (8.3), using the identity 
(~Z)m 1=Z~=o [m+~ 1] Zk~k, (see 1-35, Example 12, p. 18]). | 
A completely different derivation of (8.6) has been given by Wachs [,51-]. 
The polynomials 
,~, qO D.,o(1, q)=[,n]! (-- 1)' [-~i 
i=0  
are called q-derangement numbers, and they have been studied further by 
Garsia and Remmel [23] and Chen and Rota [SJ. 
We prove one further explicit formula, which requires a little more work. 
THEOREM 8.5. The generating function by major index for permutations 
in S, with k fixed points and descent number i, where i >12 and k < n, is 
m=2 Li-mJL k 
x Lf:o ([m]--qJ)--R .... k , (8.8) 
582a/64/2-5 
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where 
R ... . .  k = ( - - )  q [m] m-l. 
l=n- -k+l  
Before giving the proof, we note that if we began the sum at m = 0 rather 
than m = 2, the formula would be valid for the trivial excluded cases. We also 
note that if i + k <<. n, all terms R .... k which occur are zero. 
Proof We want the coefficient of t i in D,,~(t, q), which by (8.7) is the 
coefficient of dz"-k in 
(t)n+l ~ tm[ m+k-1]  (Z)m (8.9) 
,~=o k 1 - [m] z" 
Note that (Z )m/ (1  - -  [m] z) is a polynomial in z of degree m divided by a 
linear polynomial. It can therefore be expressed as Pro(Z)  -}- Cm/(1  - -  [m] z) 
where Pro(z) is a polynomial in z of degree m-1  and Cm does not 
involve z. Moreover, it is easily shown that C, ,= ( [m]- l )m,  so the only 
nonobvious part of our derivation is the formula for Pro(z), which yields 
the terms R,,m,k. 
The m = 0 and m = 1 terms in (8.9) contribute only to the constant erm 
in z. Since we seek the coefficient of z n-k, and n -  k > 0, these terms can 
be ignored. For m > 0 we have 
(z)m ( [m] - ' )m ( [m] - ' )m- (Z)m (8.10) 
1-- Ira] z -  1 -  [m]  z 1 -  [m]  z 
Now 
( [m] - l )m_  oo m-1 
zP[m] p 1-I (1 -qy[m]  -1) 
1- - [m]z  p=O i=o 
m--1 
= zP[m]  p -m 1-I ([m]-qJ), 
p=O j=O 
and by the q-binomial theorem (see [35, p. 18, Example 3]), 
( [m] - l )m- - (Z)m ~-'~, n= 0 ( -1 ) 'q~) [7] ( [m] - l - z ' )  
1 -- [m]  z 1 1-  - i  -- I_mJ z 
= ~ ( -1 ) 'q  O [m] - '  i~- [ - -~z  
l=0 
= (- -1)tq (~) [m] - '  ~ ( [m]z )  p 
l=1 p=O 
m-1 ~ [71  = 1 ~ ~) Z p ( - - )  q [m]P - (  
p=0 l=p+l  
(8.11) 
(8.12) 
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By the q-binomial theorem, 
(t)n+l = ~ (__l)rq O n+l  t r. (8.13) 
r=O r 
Then from (8.10), (8.11), (8.12) and (8.13), we see that the coefficient of 
t~z " -k  in (8.9) is given by (8.8). | 
It is remarkable that the case q= 1, i+k<<,n+ 1 of Theorem 8.4 was 
found empirically by Mallows [-37]. See 1-53] for more on descent sets of 
derangements. 
9. PERMUTATIONS WITH ONE DESCENT 
In some cases we can find simple explicit formulas for the number 
of permutations with a single descent in an assigned position. Let 
f=f (x l ,  x2 .... ) be quasi-symmetric, where x l<x2< . . . .  By f(q, 1) we 
mean the result of setting Xl = q, x2 = 1, and x~ = 0 for i > 2 in f, and f(1) 
is defined similarly. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let f be the quasi-symmetrtc generating function for a 
subset A of S,, and let f(q, 1 )=Zia iq  i. Then for O<~i<~n, the number of 
permutations in A with descent set {i} is a; - f (1 ) .  
Proof By linearity, we may assume that A contains only one permuta- 
tion, so f = Fc for some composition C = (cl, c2 ..... ck) of n (where Fc is 
defined in Section 3). If k>2,  then Fc(q, 1)=Fc(1)=0.  If k=2,  then 
Fc( q, 1)=q C' and Fc(1)=0.  If k= 1 then Fc(q, 1)= 1 +q+q2+ ... +qn 
and Fc (1)= l ,  so a~-Fc(1)=O for i=O,...,n. Thus in all cases, the 
theorem holds. | 
We now apply Theorem 9.1 to involutions, cycles, and derangements. 
THEOREM 9.2. For 0 <~ i <<. n, there are min(i, n - i) involutions in S, with 
descent set {i}. 
Proof The quasi-symmetric generating function for involutions in S, is 
the coefficient of z" in 
Thus 
1 1 
t(xl ,  x2 .... ; z) = [[ ~ [ I  1 - xixjz ~ 
i i i< j  
I (1 ;Z)=l_  z z ~, 
n=0 
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and 
1 I(q, 1; z) - 
(1  - z ) (1  - qz ) (1  - qzZ)" 
To expand I(q, 1; z), we set u = qz. Then 
1 1 ~ . .  
L UIZJ I(q, 1 ;z ) - ( l _z ) ( l _u ) ( l _uz )  1-uz; , J=o 
= ~, min(i+l,j+l)u~z j= ~ min(i+l, j+l)qiz i+j 
i , j -o  i , j=0  
= ~ z n ~ min( i+ 1, n--i+ 1)q i. 
n=0 i=0 
Thus the number in question is min(i + 1, n - i + 1) - 1 = min(i, n - i). | 
THEOREM 9.3. The number of permutations in S3n with descent set {i} in 
which every cycle is a 3-cycle is 1 if n <<, i <~ 2n and 0 otherwise. 
Proof Let R3n(xl, x 2 . . . .  ) be the quasi-symmetric generating function 
for permutations in S3n consisting entirely of 3-cycles. Then R3n (1) = 0 for 
n > 0, and since the only necklaces of length 3 on the letters Xl and x2 are 
(Xl, xl,  x2) and (Xl, x2, x2), we have 
~ R3n(q, 1) z" -  
1 
, =o (1 - qz)(1 - q2z) 
= ~ (q,+q,+l+...+q2n)z, 
n=O 
and the theorem follows. | 
Similarly, one can show that the number of permutations in $4, with 
descent set {i} in which every cycle is a 4-cycle is the coefficient of q; in 
q,[,~2]. However, for larger cycles the formulas are more complicated. 
THEOREM 9.4. The number of n-cycles with descent set {i} is (I/n) 
Zalgca(,,i) P(d)(7/a) for n > 1. 
Proof The quasi-symmetric generating function for n-cycles is L.(x). 
We have L.(1) = 0 for n > 1 and 
Ln(q, 1, =1 ~,,(d,(l+qa) n/a=l ~p(d,  ~ (n/jd) q aj 
n din t't din j=0  
=-1 ~ qi E p(d)(~fdd ) 
n i= l din 
d}i 
where we have used the fact that Ln(q, 1) has no constant erm. | 
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A few special cases of Theorem 9.4 are worth noting. If n and i are 
relatively prime, the number is (1/n)('~). In particular, if n=2 i+ 1, this is 
the Catalan number (1/(2i+ 1))(2i, +~) = (1/(i+ 1))(~). Ifn is a power of the 
prime p and p divides i, then the number is 
n \ i /p J J "  
n--2 THEOREM 9.5. For n >12, 0 <~ i <~ n, there are ( i -  ~ ) derangements in S,  
with descent set {i}. 
Proof The quasi-symmetric generating function for derangements in S, 
is by (8.1) the coefficient of z n in 
E,/~=o (--1)J ejz j _ I~ (1 -- Xk z) 
(9.1) 
1-  hl z 1 -  Z i  xiz 
Evaluating (9.1) at (xl, x2, x3, ...)= (q, 1, 0 .... ), we obtain 
(1 -z ) (1 -qz )_ l  + qz 2 _ l+qz  2 ~ ( l+q)  mzm 
1- ( l+q)z  1 - ( l+q)z  ,,,=o 
=1+ ~ z ' "~ lq i (n -2~,  
,=2 i=1 \ i - l J  
since the identity permutation is not a and the theorem follows, 
derangement. |
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